Features and Components

The U-Flow® Screwdriver is an accessory product used in the installation of RetroDrain® products with the U-Flow Seal. Specifically for tightening the special recessed head screws on the U-Flow compression seals. The extra long shaft of the screwdriver ensures ease of reach when tightening the connection screws on all U-Flow retrofit products. The screwdriver comes complete with a loss prevention bar.

**Tip:** #2 Robertson square tip  
**Shaft:** 12.5" (31.75 cm) shaft length

* RetroDrain® and U-Flow® are registered trademarks of OMG Roofing Products.

System Compatibility

This product may be used as a component in the following systems. Please reference product application for specific installation methods and information.

**Multi-Ply**
- BUR  
- APP  
- SBS

**Single Ply**
- TPO  
- PVC  
- EPDM

Key:  
- HA = Hot Applied  
- CA = Cold Applied  
- HW = Heat Weldable  
- SA = Self Adhered  
- MF = Mechanically Fastened  
- FA = Fully Adhered  
- BA = Ballasted

Installation/Application

- Simply insert the narrow end of the U-Flow Seal into the bottom of the drain stem.  
- Using the U-Flow Screwdriver, tighten the seal’s screws, accessible through top of drain, until seal expands and locks to the drain stem.  
- Place the drain with attached seal inside the existing drain pipe.  
- Tighten the seal screws in sequence, in order to provide uniform compression of the seal’s compressing ring (the lowest part on the seal). Screws should be tightened with a few turns each, one by one. This procedure should be repeated until screws are snug and no vertical movement of the drain is possible. U-Flow 3” (7.62 cm) and 4" (10.16 cm) seals have three (3) screws each, while U-Flow 5” (12.70 cm) and 6” (15.24 cm) seals have four (4) screws each. The order of tightening is shown in the drawings above.

Packaging and Dimensions

- Shaft Length: 12.5" (31.75 cm)  
- Items per Package: 1  
- Weight per package: 1 lb  
- Producing Location: Lewiston, ME

Refer to the Safety Data Sheet and product label prior to using this product. The Safety Data Sheet is available by calling (800) 922-5922 or on the Web at www.jm.com/roofing.